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Abstract—Network virtualization has revolutionized the traditional approaches for security configuration. If in the past error-prone and unoptimized manual operations were performed by human beings, nowadays automated methodologies are employed for establishing the configuration of virtual security functions that can enforce the requested security properties. However, these techniques can only perform the automatic configuration of a single function type at a time. This restriction may be excessively limiting, because the configuration of some functions may directly impact others, and they cannot be configured in sequence. In light of these considerations, the paper investigates the stated problem for the two most commonly used security functions, packet filtering firewalls and channel protection systems. It also proposes a preliminary approach to automatically perform their joint intent-based configuration, by defining the problem through a Maximum Satisfiability Modulo Theories formulation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The flexibility and agility introduced into networking by novel virtualization paradigms, such as Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) and Software-Defined Networking (SDN), have benefited the security configuration [1]. Automation has been leveraged, through intent-based techniques such as policy refinement [2] and collaborative attack mitigation [3], for establishing the configuration of virtual functions employed to enforce security properties (e.g., connectivity requirements, authentication, confidentiality). Automated tools have been progressively replacing the traditional manual interventions performed by human beings, which were error-prone and were becoming unfeasible due to the higher complexity of modern networks [4].

In literature, several automatic approaches have been proposed in recent years, but most of them focus on a specific type of function at a time, e.g., packet filtering firewalls for enforcing reachability and isolation properties [5] [6], or Channel Protection Systems (CPSs) for enforcing confidentiality, integrity, and authentication [7] [8]. Therefore, a simultaneous automatic configuration of multiple types of security functions is not performed. One may argue that it is enough to configure a single function type at a time, and then the sequence of different configuration operations would be correct. Nevertheless, such an approach might be both restrictive and error-prone. On the one hand, optimizations which would be enabled by a joint configuration are missing. On the other hand, the actions enforced by functions of a certain type may impact the others, if they are configured in sequence instead of simultaneously.

In light of these considerations, this paper addresses the problem of a joint automated configuration for two of the most used security function types, i.e., firewalls and CPSs such as VPN gateways. In doing so, it proposes two main contributions. Firstly, an analysis of the problem is illustrated, with the aim to motivate why configuring simultaneously firewalls and CPSs, in an automatic way, allows to reach a higher lever of security and higher confidence in the fact that their global configuration is correct. Secondly, a preliminary intent-based methodology for their joint configuration is presented. This methodology is based on a correctness-by-construction approach, where there is a formal guarantee that the computed configuration is compliant with the requested security requirements without the need of applying other a-posteriori formal verification techniques. This property is achieved through the formulation of the configuration problem as a Maximum Satisfiability Modulo Theories (MaxSMT) problem, which also allows the enforcement of optimization objectives, such as the minimization of functions allocated in the virtual service, or the minimization of their configuration rules.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II discusses the related work, emphasizing the differences with the approach proposed in this paper. Section III states the problems deriving from a disjoint automatic configuration of firewalls and CPSs. Section IV lays the preliminary foundations for an approach where these functions are simultaneously configured. Finally, Section V briefly concludes the paper and prospects future works for further development of this approach.

II. RELATED WORK

Packet filtering firewalls represent the security function type that has been mainly investigated in the literature about automatic security configuration. The research took the first steps in this area before the advent of network virtualization paradigms. However, the initial ideas that have been proposed ([9]–[11]) could only be applied to traditional hardware-based firewalls, and in most of the cases only for centralized border firewalls instead of distributed ones. Later, softwarization gave the required push for making steps forwards in this research line ([5], [6], [12]–[16]). In some cases, such as in [15] and in [6], formal verification techniques were used, following the trends of another group of studies related to firewall
That are employed to enforce different types of network security policies (NSPs), i.e., different kinds of security properties.

A similar argument applies to the research related to the automatic configuration of CPSs. The problem has been considered relevant since before network virtualization ([20]–[22]) and has continued to be researched after its advent ([7], [8]). In fact, in all these works the automatic configuration problem is not addressed for firewalls jointly with CPSs, and most of the approaches are not optimized or do not leverage formal verification techniques for providing correctness assurance. From this point of view, the progress has been slower than in the research line about firewall configuration, due to the much higher complexity of CPSs and larger variety of different solutions (e.g., IPSec-based VPN gateways, SSH tunnel terminators, etc.).

Only a few studies ([23], [24]) have tried to address the configuration problem for multiple types of security functions at the same time. All of them are limited and do not address the most serious problems related to a joint automated configuration. [23] uses a theorem proving method, called B Method, to perform a top-down refinement of global policies into network security component configurations. However, it is not clear if the proposed model for that method is suitable for virtual networks, and how well the solution effectively performs. Instead, [24] presents a full workflow for a formally correct automated security orchestration and embedding in virtual networks. Nevertheless, not enough details are provided for understanding how intra-function conflicts may be avoided in automatically configuring multiple types of virtual functions simultaneously.

### III. Problem Statement

Packet filtering firewalls and CPSs are security functions that are employed to enforce different types of network security policies (NSPs), i.e., different kinds of security properties.

The former are used to enforce connectivity policies, which require to satisfy isolation or reachability properties. An isolation policy may require that a specific network traffic must be blocked before reaching its destination, while a reachability policy may require that a traffic must reach the destination without being discarded by any intermediate function. The traffic is identified in these NSPs by means of the values characterizing the fields of the IP 5-tuple, i.e., source and destination IP addresses, source and destination ports, and transport-level protocol. In fact, with respect to more advanced technologies such as web application firewalls or anti-spam filters, a packet filtering firewall can only take decisions on network information belonging to the layers 3 and 4 of the ISO/OSI stack. Some examples of connectivity policies are shown in TABLE I.

The latter are used to enforce channel protection policies, which express security requirements concerning the so-called CIA triad: confidentiality, authentication and integrity. For this reason, a channel protection policy should be characterized by the following elements:

- the action that a corresponding CPS must enforce (e.g., encryption or authentication);
- the filtering conditions which allow to establish on which packets the policy action must be applied (e.g., the fields of the IP 5-tuple);
- information about the protection algorithms that must be employed for enforcing the corresponding security property (e.g., AES-GCM-256 for confidentiality, HMAC-SHA-256 for authentication and integrity);
- trust requirements, expressing information about the security status of other network nodes. More specifically, some nodes may be classified by a channel protection policy as untrusted, if it is necessary that the traffic crosses those nodes with robust security protections, or trusted, if the traffic can cross them plain and be inspected by them as well (e.g., for intrusion detection purposes). Note that these trust requirements are valid only for the traffic identified by the condition of a single policy. Therefore, if a network node is considered untrusted for a traffic, it may be trusted for another one.

Some examples of channel protection policies are shown in TABLE II.

In light of these considerations, apparently connectivity and channel protection policies serve different purposes, and therefore it could be not easy to understand the reasons why a joint configuration of firewalls and CPSs to enforce these policies may be necessary. In fact, a possible argument would be that, if first all the firewalls are allocated and configured in the logical topology of a virtual network, and then the same operations are performed for CPSs (or vice versa), then the resulting outcome not only would be the same, but it would be totally adherent to the security specifications of any firewall.
the policies. However, this is not right, because in that case either sub-optimizations or conflicts, only resolvable through a joint configuration, would occur. These issues can be classified into three categories: deployment model, rule generation, and technology choice.

1) Deployment Model: On the one hand, CPSs might be used to protect the communications opened by a single device (customer-provisioned model), or the traffic generated by a large group of devices (provider-provisioned model). On the other hand, packet filtering functionalities might be enforced either with a single border firewall, if all the traffic of interest converges to a single network point (centralized model), or multiple firewall instances, for instance throughout the employment of personal firewalls (distributed model). If the configuration of a security function type is automatically performed before the other, the choices related to the deployment model may be unoptimized. The reason is that the deployment model adopted for a function type might constrain the other. For example, we can suppose that firstly a large number of CPSs are allocated in the virtual service throughout a customer-provisioned deployment model. Later, a deployment model is chosen for packet filter firewalls. At that point, some possible solutions might have become unfeasible. In particular, having a single centralized firewall might not be possible anymore, because it might not have access to the plain traffic generated by the end-point devices. Instead, if a joint configuration is performed, it is possible to reason about connectivity requirements while enforcing communication protection policies (and vice versa). At that point, the best trade-off between the optimal deployment models for the two function types can be really chosen.

2) Rule generation: If the deployment model is about the way function instances are allocated in the virtual network topology, the rule generation is the automatic operation which establishes how the rule sets of the functions are computed to enforce the security policies. The encryption rules configured on a CPS may impact the filtering rules of a firewall, and vice versa. For example, if a firewall is configured with a rule to block a specific traffic (initially plain), in case later a CPS is configured so as to encapsulate that traffic with a solution such as IPSec in tunnel mode for encrypting the IP and TCP headers of the internal packets, then the original firewall rule becomes incorrect, because defined over the fields of the plain traffic. This issue is more serious than a simple sub-optimization, because it is an inter-function conflict anomaly [25], i.e., a conflict arising among rules of different types of security functions. It is indeed true that not always conflicts would arise, but only a joint configuration would really allow to always define rules for a function type that are compliant and consistent with the rules established for the other type.

3) Technology and implementation choices: Nowadays there exists a huge variety of technological solutions available for channel protection, as some studies have reported [8]. This complexity adds up to the availability of different function implementations, both for firewalling and channel protection, since each implementation is a software program that can be created by any developer and can easily run on Virtual Machines or Docker containers. Typically, the best choice of which technology and implementation is the optimal one to be employed takes place in light of the chosen deployment model and of the generated rules. As a consequence, also this choice would be optimized and devoid of more serious issues only if it occurs after a joint configuration.

In light of the aforementioned problems, a joint configuration of firewalling and channel protection functions is a solution that is worth being investigated. Nonetheless, the complexity of implementing such a solution is high. In fact, for distributed functions, the term configuration involves two different aspects: definition of the allocation scheme (i.e., how the functions are allocated in the virtual topology) and generation of filtering/channel protection rules. Manual approaches are evidently unfeasible because they would be subject to human errors, and automation should be instead leveraged.

IV. THE PROPOSED APPROACH

The problem of automatically configuring firewalls and CPSs jointly can be addressed in multiple ways. The preliminary approach that is proposed in this paper is not limited to reach a valid solution for the configuration problem, but aims two additional objectives. The first one is to provide formal assurance of the solution correctness with respect to the specified NSPs, whereas the second one is to optimize the solution so that the minimum number of function instances is allocated, and the minimum set of rules is computed for them.

These objectives are achieved throughout the formulation of a Maximum Satisfiability Modulo Theories (MaxSMT) problem. This formulation enriches the definition of the more traditional Satisfiability (SAT) problem from two points of view:

- a SAT problem is only characterized by formulas expressed within Boolean algebra, with the consequence that the expressiveness freedom is restricted. Instead, a MaxSMT problem allows to use other theories (e.g., string or integer theories), whence the acronym SMT. These theories are necessary to represent the behavior of complex network functions, such as network address translators and load balancers, and of the two security functions analyzed in this paper;
- a standard SAT/SMT problem can be composed only of hard constraints, i.e., it must exist an interpretation that makes them satisfied. In case no interpretation is found, it means the problem cannot be solved. Instead, a solution among all the possible ones is selected, even if it may be less optimized than others. Instead, in a MaxSMT formulation, there are also weighted soft constraints. These clauses do not strictly require satisfaction. However, since the solution for a MaxSMT problem aims to maximize the sum of the weights associated with the satisfied soft constraints, these clauses are satisfied as far as possible. The soft constraints thus represent optimization objectives, which are enforced only if possible.
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false, it means no security function has been put in that AP, which simply behaves as a forwarder;

- The packet transformation performed by middleboxes, because it may impact the rule configuration for the allocated firewalls or CPSs (e.g., if a firewall that must block a specific traffic identified by the condition of an input connectivity policy is established to be put after a NAT, then its filtering rule must be generated so as to consider that the NAT can potentially modify IP addresses);

- the enforcement of the connectivity and channel protection policies, expressing the security intents.

Instead, soft clauses are used to express optimization objectives. In this approach, two objectives have been defined, i.e., minimization of the allocated firewalls and CPSs on one side, minimization of the configured rules for the allocated security functions on the other side.

The first objective can be achieved by imposing that, for any AP \( a \), the \( \text{allocated}(a) \) predicate should be false. Formula (1) expresses this concept, by using the notation \( \text{Soft}(c, w) \), where \( c \) is the soft clause, whereas \( w \) is the weight assigned to the clause. It is clear that the situation where no security function is allocated is impossible. However, since the aim of a MaxSMT solver is to maximize the sum of the weights associated with satisfied soft clauses, then it will try to satisfy the maximum number of them (i.e., it will try to allocate the minimum number of functions), as long as all the hard constraints are fulfilled.

\[
\text{Soft}(\neg \text{allocated}(a), w_a) \quad (1)
\]

The second objective is similarly modeled. Formula (2) states that the optimal solution would be the one where no rule is configured in the allocated functions, i.e., where for each rule \( r \) the \( \text{configured}(r) \) predicate is false. In turn, each rule \( r \) is composed of free variables, expressing the rule conditions and actions, whose values are determined by the solver at runtime only if the corresponding \( \text{configured}(r) \) is true. Note that a rule does not always correspond to a single NSP. Since the process that is performed is policy refinement, it is possible that a rule may be enough to enforce multiple NSPs (e.g., if multiple hosts belonging to the same subnetwork must be blocked, a single rule may be configured on a packet filter), or that multiple rules are needed to enforce a single NSP (e.g., a traffic that must be encrypted and reach its destination would require a rule in a CPS working as channel opening, a rule in a CPS working as channel ending, and possibly some rules in firewalls in order to avoid blocking that traffic).

\[
\text{Soft}(\neg \text{configured}(r), w_r) \quad (2)
\]

After the solver is fed with all the hard and soft clauses, it searches for the optimal solution that satisfies all the hard constraints. From this solution, the values computed for the \( \text{allocated} \) predicate allows the user to understand in which places of the logical topology firewalls and CPSs should be allocated. Instead, from the values computed for the \( \text{configured} \) predicate and from the values of the free variables composing the rules the user can retrieve all the information required for configuring the deployed functions.

V. Conclusion and Future Works

This paper illustrates some preliminary ideas for a methodology which might automatically perform a joint configuration of the two most commonly used network security functions in virtual networks, i.e., packet filtering firewalls and channel protection systems. The need of such a methodology is motivated by the intrinsic relationships between the security properties these functions must enforce. Only when both of them are configured at the same time, it is possible to avoid any type of configuration anomaly, from simple sub-optimizations to critical inter-function conflicts.

Currently, a prototype framework implementing the approach illustrated in this paper is under development. For its implementation, a state-of-the-art MaxSMT solver developed by Microsoft Research, called Z3 [27], is used for the formulation and resolution of the MaxSMT problem representing the joint configuration problem. Then, the framework will be validated on use cases representing realistic production computer networks, with the aim to validate its efficacy and scalability with respect to the state of the art. Finally, if all these objectives are successfully achieved, a next future work that is planned is to integrate other types of network security functions (e.g., intrusion detection systems) in this joint automated methodology, so that a complete security service may be synthesized in a single shot.
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